ISO: Funny folks. Money is involved.

Are you an armchair humor writer, a closet Dave Barry or James Thurber? Have you thought that, if you ever got around to writing, your wit could be your Plan B? Now’s your chance. Introducing: The WP Magazine Humor Contest. Win $1,000! Or less.

Readers can submit original, unpublished material to any or all of three categories:

**A true memoir:** Entrants must write 1,000 words or fewer; one entry per person. Prize: $1,000.

**A 140-character Twitter joke:** Submit by tweeting using the hashtag #wphumor. Prize: $140.

**Funny photo, real, not staged:** One entry per person. Prize: $300.

Celebrity judges include standup comedians Lewis Black and Erin Jackson, authors Emily Yoffe and Steve Friedman, and Twitter humorists Lisa Cohen and Harris Wittels. Find out how to enter at wapo.st/wphumorcontest. Entries must be received by 11:59 p.m. ET on Friday, Aug. 10, so don’t delay!

**The Humor Contest Winners**

**WINNER**

Hey, hey, we’re the Monkees!

Read my lips. No new taxes.

I believe marriage is between a man and a woman. (Melissa Balmain, Rochester, N.Y.)

Marriage between a man and a woman. (Laurie Brink, Cleveland, Ohio)

**THE HUMOR CONTEST WINNERS**

You can’t lose this week!

Because there’s not a new contest this week. Three and a half weeks from now, the Empress will be lounging on an exotic (okay, Delaware) beach, blissfully disconnected from this newspaper’s “content management system,” Method, better known within the newsroom as “that piece of [not ‘blueberry pie’] Method.” So on the weekend of Aug. 18-19, the Invite will feature some of the many worthy entries from recent contests that we didn’t have room to run. So you might as well get to work instead on Week 980, which is still going on — deadline is Monday at midnight (whenever your midnight is); it’s to come up with a definition for any of 30-some words that the Losers coined for the Week 976 contest — words like “twisty” and “buthoven” — neologisms for which we’re certain that there are funnier, more clever definitions out there than the ones the entries came up with themselves. See the list and the contest rules at wapo.st/inv980.

The subhead for this week’s honorable mentions was submitted separately by Chris Doyle, Tom Witte and Kevin Dopart; the alternative headline in the “next week’s results” line is by Kathy El-Assal. Join the very lively Facebook page Style Invitational Devotees on.fb.me/invdev for discussions about the contests and results, along with Lowsly rephrases ranging from links to important news developments (“Talking urinal cakes deployed to curb drunk driving”) to impromptu limericks about that night’s ballgame.

**STYLE CONVERSATIONAL** Have a question for the Empress or want to talk to some real Losers? Join us at washingtonpost.com/styleconversational.

**The Wigwam Hotel is in Holbrook, Ariz.**